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Welcome to PyxleOS! PyxleOS is a pixel editor written in Java using the OpenOffice.org 3.2 API. It is intended to be an OpenOffice.org 3.2 compatible distribution package of PyxelEdit. PyxelEdit is a pixel art editor designed to be a pure pixel art editor, inspired by PhotoDraw and Paint. It is intended to be used in professional and amateur pixel
art production. The goal of PyxleOS is to provide a pixel editing environment with the comfort of a drawing program (pencil-like painting) in a pixel editing environment with the exact same basic shapes (rectangle, circle, line etc.) as Paint, which is not the case of most pixel editors on the market. The user interface is based on a mouse-driven
drawing program with a window divided into three areas (left-right, up-down, top-bottom). The interface consists of a basic pencil-like drawing tool that fills pixels with color, one at a time. PyxleOS contains a basic text editor, optional smoothing tools, a canvas zoomer, a drawing mode that allows to scale the pixel art and a preview window that
shows how a currently drawn image will be scaled. You can also create images and export them as PNGs. PyxleOS is distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL) and available in English, French, German, Spanish and Italian. How to install PyxleOS: 1. Start PyxleOS. 2. Click File > Open to load a file to draw on. 3. Click File > Save
to save the current drawing. 4. Click File > Exit to quit PyxleOS. 5. Go to the PyxleOS folder where you saved PyxleOS and double-click PyxleOS.jar to run PyxleOS. 6. Follow the on-screen instructions to install PyxleOS. To uninstall PyxleOS: 1. If you want to uninstall PyxleOS, just click File > Exit to quit PyxleOS. 2. Go to the PyxleOS folder
where you saved PyxleOS and double-click PyxleOS.jar to run PyxleOS. 3. Follow the on-screen instructions to uninstall PyxleOS. Disabling the Cursor 1. Right-click the title bar of the Py
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>> Create pixel artwork using a standard drawing tool >> The program can be used to design customized icons for your games or applications. >> However, it doesn't stop here, since the canvas can be set to any size. >> Photos get exported to PNG format so, if you're planning to produce ICOs, you have to resort to a PNG-to-ICO converter.
>> PyxleOS was partly inspired by PyxelEdit but developed at a smaller scale. >> Although it can be technically used to design pixel artwork for tilesets, game levels and animations, it doesn't have any kind of advanced options. >> Also has a built-in text editor that can be used to create simple plain text documents (.txt), independent of the
pixel editor. >> Cross-platform pixel editor lacking advanced drawing tools >> PyxleOS is made with Java, so it can be installed on any platform with Java support, such as Linux or Mac. >> Besides the fact that Java Runtime Environment (JRE) has to be installed on your PC, the program doesn't need to be setup, so you can simply double-click
the downloaded.jar to reach the main window right away. >> Unfortunately, the application hasn't received updates for some time and we're not sure that it's still being developed. It's easy to use by anyone but expert drawing skills are mandatory to be able to create believable pixel art projects, in lack of more advanced features. >> PyxleOS
Free - Java based pixel art editor >> >> PyxleOS Features: >> Simple pixel editing tool with built-in text editor >> Support for open and save files >> Set canvas size >> Load external images >> Export to png or jpg >> Zoom in and out with the mouse >> Move and zoom using the arrow keys >> Draw with a pencil or paintbrush tool >>
Set text colors >> Import images >> Configure palette >> Set canvas color, background color and transparency >> Configure line color >> Create lines with precision control >> Freehand line shape options >> Customize color >> Set canvas transparency >> Configure brush size >> No background support >> Export canvas to png or jpg
>> Set canvas text and font >> Change canvas text size >> Auto set canvas width >> New By
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What's New In?

Create pixel artwork using a standard drawing tool Create customized icons for your games or applications Set the canvas' width and height View the current position of the mouse cursor Zoom in and out View the current zoom level Save images to various formats Cross-platform pixel editor lacking advanced drawing tools Install Java Runtime
Environment (JRE) on Windows Preview Download High Quality The user reviews here have been integrated into the Download.com database and help other users to make a well-informed decision prior to purchasing. Matteo Doehner Spy Easy to use. Uses the MS Paint engine (No need for OpenGL). Pekka K. PixelTracker Shared the
screenshot of the app and you can create good stuff in it. Wu x App works fine when using 2.7.4 and 2.8.2. If you're using 1.1.2 or 1.1.3, the program will not work. Recommended if you don't use the HDPI scaling and have no GPU acceleration. Droolol Huge pixel editor, the best for this kind of thing I have found. Sugarne Like it very much. I
use it everyday. Troj Nice thing to have. Although, it is a bit confusing with the file save dialogs and buttons. Nilang Really nice app. It's great for the beginner artist. Wun Love it. It's really cool and easy to use. :) ThatGuy I think the best thing about this app is that it has a lot of shortcuts, especially for the canvas. Also, the colors on the palette
are easily changed. Other Reviews for PyxleOS Download.com currently does not support automatic downloads. Please contact the publisher of PyxleOS if you are interested in supporting our site. Publisher's Description PyxleOS is a powerful pixel editor that can be used to create custom icons, game levels and animations. You can make your
own unique images with lots of color choices, canvas size, or image that are pre-loaded on the computer. There are two ways to export your images to PNG format: from the art board or from a saved image. Once you have created your image, it is easy to export it in multiple sizes: 256×256, 512×512, 1024×1024, 2048×2048, and even
4096×4096 pixels. The program is compatible with Windows, Mac and Linux. Please note that it is free, you will need a Java Runtime Environment (JRE) to run the program. E-mail This Review Thank You,! Report Offensive Content
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP SP2 / Vista / Windows 7 Processor: Pentium 4 2.0 GHz Memory: 128 MB DirectX: 9.0c Video Card: 512MB DirectX 9.0c compatible video card Hard Drive: 30 MB available space Scores: 60 - voxel-armor.com Graphics Settings: Anti-Aliasing: Not required Texture Quality: High LOD Distance: - Templates
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